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14-1C14-1CText Correspondence 

Select any section of text, in the below text correspondence, to bracket for
comment.

The proposed A’s Stadium at Howard Terminal represents exciting
challenges and opportunities for the region. We are concerned
about increases in traf�c, greenhouse gas emissions, and access for
bicyclists and pedestrians traveling across the Oakland-Alameda
Estuary. Existing infrastructure — the Posey Tube — is failing
everyone, but bicyclists and pedestrians most notably. The few
people who currently bike or walk must do so on a narrow, dirty
path along the Posey Tube. It’s no wonder that while bicycling is
dramatically increasing everywhere, people continue to choose to
drive in this corridor. Without careful study and investment, the
proposed stadium will exacerbate existing problems here. The two
mitigations we’d like considered are ones our organization and
other local collaborators were advocating prior to the stadium
proposal, and already have signi�cant momentum. They are the
long- and mid-term solutions identi�ed in the 2009 Estuary
Crossing Study. We think they would not only mitigate potential
problems associated with the stadium project, but enhance the
area and the ballpark experience overall. They are: - A world-class
bicycle and pedestrian bridge between Alameda Landing and
Oakland. This infrastructure would be very impactful from traf�c
and greenhouse gas reduction standpoints, serving thousands of
travelers who might otherwise drive. Families from Alameda could
leave their cars at home, opting to bike to ball games and other
events. The bridge is supported by the City of Alameda, local
advocacy groups, and business organizations. It’s also listed as a
top-tier project in Caltrans’ most recent Bike Plan.  - Bike-friendly
water shuttles across the estuary — vessels, docks, and service. To
be most effective in reducing traf�c and gas emissions, service has
to be seen as a viable alternative to driving. Service should be
optimized for quick turn-arounds, and vessels and landings should
be able to accommodate large volumes of travelers.  Thank you for
your consideration. 

Bracketed Comments (0)

There are currently no bracketed comments for the text correspondence.
Select any section of text, in the text correspondence on the left, to
bracket for comment.
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Draw a box around any area, in the below image correspondence, to bracket
for comment.

Bracketed Comments (0)

There are currently no bracketed comments for the image
correspondence. Draw a box around any area, in the image
correspondence, to bracket for comment.
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